As most systems are inherently nonlinear in nature, many efforts have been made to improve the understanding of complicated nonlinear models. However, current research has indicated that it is still a challenge to accurately model and identify nonlinear systems by conventional methods such as machine learning. This paper investigates a complex nonlinear system with three parameters identification by training a Deep Neural Network (DNN) to model the system based on Fourier series theory. The DNN with 10 layers is constructed such that it can model any nonlinear system, and the parameters identification is performed by the trained neural networks. The proposed method has been evaluated by applying to a nonlinear system for multiple parameters measurement by interferometric fiber sensors. Experimental results demonstrate that the DNN can accurately model the nonlinear system and identify the corresponding parameters, leading to a solution to complex nonlinear system approximation with minimized error.
Introduction
System identification is an important field in scientific research and engineering applications [1, 2] . As most systems are inherently nonlinear in nature, many efforts have been made to improve the understanding of complicated nonlinear models for better performance nowadays [3, 4] . Alexandre et al. proposed to transform the nonlinear system into a linear system through Koopman operator [5] . Model parameters are identified by the linear least squares method in nonlinear vector domain, which is equivalent to analyze the nonlinear system with linear theory. Zhanget al. combined a local dynamic linearization method with the mean value theorem to linearize complex nonlinear systems by adaptive iterative techniques [6] . Yoshinaga proposed the linearization of classical control theory through the state transition matrix [7] . The linearization of system connection process was realized by the standard linearization method. However, research has indicated that if the linearized nonlinear system method is employed by sacrificing some nonlinear factors to some extent, it can cause the system to lose part of the information and bias the system analysis [8] . With the development of Artificial Intelligence (AI) technology in recent years, Artificial Neural Network (ANN) has been introduced to identify nonlinear system models. Compared with other nonlinear system identification methods, ANN is simple and efficient. It can map arbitrary function models [9] , for example, Shu et al. applied the PID neural network to solve multivariable nonlinear systems and achieved better results in approximating the objective function [10] . While Lopez et al. used convolutional neural networks to deal with nonlinear system modeling and identification, by which the identification process falling into local optimum can be avoided and the system robustness can also be improved [11] . Based on Lyapunov theory, Vargas et al. designed a simple three-layer neural network to identify nonlinear systems, where the weight matrix is transformed into a nonlinear parametric matrix and the robust adaptive method is used to optimize the trained results [12] . However, the literature reviewed and references published generally speak that it is still a challenge to accurately model and identify complicated nonlinear systems by conventional methods such as machine learning. This paper investigates a complex nonlinear system with three parameters identification by training a deep neural network to model the system based on Fourier series theory.
Nonlinear System Modelling and Identification

Deep Neural Networks Structure
With the improvement of computing capacity nowadays, AI technology has been widely used in many engineering applications. In particular, DNN theory has already been proposed to analyze nonlinear system. The deep structure of DNN strengthens its fitting capacity for complex nonlinear systems [13, 14] . The training process of DNN can be divided into forward-propagation and back-propagation [15] . Forward-propagation (FP)process can be written as
(1) where represents the index of layer, (•) is the activation function of layer . The strong fitting capacity of DNN mainly comes from the activation functions used. and are the weights and bias of layer , respectively. ̃ is the layer output data. Often for nonlinear tasks, there isn't activation function in output layer. So the loss function can be written as
where is the length of 1D signal, is the desired output. Back-propagation (BP) algorithm [16] can then be expressed as where represents learning rate, and are the updated weights and biases, respectively.
Nonlinear System Model of Interferometric Fiber Sensors (IFS)
IFS investigate two or more laser beams which exist optical path difference (OPD) while the wavelengths are identical. IFS have high sensitivity and resolution because the interference laser wavelength is ultrashort. Current research has shown that it can be used to measure multiple parameters of pressure and other applications [17] . The signal obtained from IFS can be written as
where 0 is random noise and is DC component, represents the uniform wavelength and is the input of output signal y, is signal amplitude and is optical path difference (OPD). and are the model parameters which need to be estimated. represents the number of OPD. The relationship between input and output is nonlinear. After removing noise 0 and , we can rewrite equation (4) as = ∑ cos( ) =1 (5) where is a non-uniform sampling time and = 1⁄ . IFS are widely used to detect the optical path difference relationship because of external variable affect [18] . The main problem, however, is that the system is typically nonlinear and that the signal is non-uniformly sampled by time (but uniformly sampled by wavelength that cannot be used in Fourier series) and there are many parameters such as are unknown. Currently there existed two methods to estimate OPD and amplitude . One is wavelength tracking demodulation technique. But it has big errors since the signal can be disturbed easily [18] in this scenario. The other analyzes signal in the frequency domain by Fourier Transform. This estimation also exists bias because the signal is non-uniform [19] . In next section, we propose a new method to accurately model and identify such a complex nonlinear system.
Proposed Method
Based on Fourier series theory, we propose a new method for analyzing IFS nonlinear system. After removing noise 0 and , Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) can be applied on signal y. Among the known , we found the minimum wavelength and obtained the maximum frequency component with well-known equation = ⁄ . = 3 × 10 8 m/s is the light speed. Then we assumed sampling frequency = 2
. The major frequency components 1 … could be estimated from the spectrum amplitudes by frequency analysis, so that the model parameters can be accurately identified.
Estimating the Values , and
From equation (5), we know that signal is periodic. According to Fourier series theory, any periodic signal can be approximated with infinite sum of cosines and sines as:
If the equation is couple function,the Fourier function can be wiritten as [20] ≈̂= ∑ cos(2 + ) (7) where is initial phase. The amplitude values , initial phase values and the frequency values of cosine terms in equation (7) can be estimated by training a 10 layers DNN recursively. The loss function used is given in equation (2) . The training process is to find a signal ̂ which is reconstructed by equation (7), in order to reach ≈̂. The proposed method is illustrated in figure 1 . Before recursively training the built DNN model, a pre-training precedure (Step 1) has been set to initialize the weights of DNN. The output signal ̅ can then be taken as the first training data in Step 2. The output of DNN model is expected to approximate the pre-defined paramters as in Step 1, i.e., ̅ , ̅ and ̅ , = 1,2, … , . In Step 3, the measured and denoised signal is fed into the pre-trained DNN model for recursively training the DNN (Step 2 and Step 3) until the reconstructed signal ̂ closely approximates the signal as described in equation (2) . When the training process converges, the output of DNN in Step 3 can be considered as the system paramters identified, i.e., , and and ready to further estimate the measurement parameter .
Estimating Parameters …
From equation (5) and (7), we have 
Finally from equation (10) parameter can be estimated by
Experimental Results and Discussions
The real signals with multiple parameters were measured by interferometric fiber sensors. We obtained 7501 samples from each measurement. In the derived model, = 1400 nm and ∆ = 0.04 nm. The first step for parameters identification is to determine parameter N. The signal was then transformed to frequency domain, where spectrum components that have high amplitude values were taken and calculated to estimate . This results in the estimation of = 50.Then we built a 10 layers DNN model to estimate , and . Some key hyper-parameters of DNN is listed below in table 1, where after 196 epochs of Pre-training, the loss value of second step was around 0.00001. Real signal was then fed into the model for recursive training (Rec-training) and a minimum loss value 0.02746 was obtained when training process converged after 462 epochs of Rec-training. The reconstructed signal ̂ and real signal are compared in figure 2 . At last, the unknown parameters could be calculated by equation (14) to provide measurement results. It is noted that with the DNN built and trained, it can model the measured signal accurately as shown in Figure 2 and thus parameters can be accurately identified in such a complex nonlinear system. 
Conclusions
This paper proposes a new method that combines Deep Neural Network (DNN) and Fourier series theory to accurately model and identify complex nonlinear system with multiple parameters. The DNN with 10 layers is constructed such that it can model any nonlinear system with complex relationship between input and output, and the parameters identification is performed by the trained neural networks. The proposed method has been applied to a nonlinear system with signals measured by interferometric fiber sensors. Experimental results demonstrate that the DNN can accurately model the nonlinear system and identify the corresponding parameters, leading to a solution to complex nonlinear system approximation with minimized error. 
